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Getting Started

Welcome to Converge and the Poynt 
Smart Terminal experience. 

The integration of Converge with 
Poynt offers the best of both worlds:

• Converge – an omnicommerce 
payment platform for managing 
payments in-store, online and on 
the go

• Poynt Smart Terminal – the world’s 
first smart terminal with an 
impeccable payments experience 
for businesses and their customers  
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Getting Started: How They Work Together

Your Poynt device is integrated with 

Converge to process and manage in-

store payments. You can also 

leverage Converge to manage:

• Mail or Telephone Orders

• Ecommerce Transactions

• Mobile Payments 

The Poynt terminal accepts payments 

using Converge. Transactions appear 

in the Converge dashboard for 

reporting and management purposes.
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Once your Poynt terminal is shipped, you 

will receive a welcome email with all the 

instructions you need to establish your 

Converge account and get started with 

accepting payments. 
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When you receive your Poynt V2 

terminal, do a quick audit of the box 

contents to ensure you have everything 

you need to get started:

• Poynt device

• Charging dock

• Power cable

• Power adapter

• Three rolls of printer paper

• Poynt spec sheet
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After unpacking the box contents, load the first 

receipt paper roll into the built-in thermal printer. 

Step 1: Pull down on the printer door. 

Step 2: Separate the edge of the paper from the 

roll and make sure that it hangs over the 

perforated edge of the printer. (Note: Since the 

receipt paper is thermal paper, it must be loaded 

the correct way otherwise it will not print).

Step 3: Close the printer door carefully. If the 

printer door doesn't close easily, adjust the paper 

roll placement until it does.  
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Next, select an area in your location that is optimal for 

customer interaction and WiFi connectivity. Once you’ve 

selected the best location:

Step 1: Remove the plastic covering at the bottom of the 

docking station (red marking tape) to expose the adhesive 

tape. Stick the docking station to a smooth, clean and stable 

surface.

Step 2: Plug the power cord into the docking station and 

place the terminal on the dock. Both Poynt logos should be 

facing you as if you were checking a customer out for 

payment. You should see an LED light in the top right corner 

indicating that it’s charging. 

Please note, you have two charging options: (1) Docking 

station; (2) Side power port.
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To turn on the device, press and hold the 

power button behind the device for three 

seconds. 

The screen will power on and the Out-Of-

Box-Experience (OOBE) will begin. 
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When you receive your Poynt 5 terminal, 

do a quick audit of the box contents to 

ensure you have everything you need to 

get started:

• Poynt 5 Smart Terminal 

• Micro USB cord 

• Power supply

• US power converter 

• Safety and regulatory card 
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To power on the Poynt 5, slide down 

the springed button on the right hand 

side of the device toward the bottom 

of the device.
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Once powered for the first time, you will be 

walked through a welcome flow. 

Step 1: On the first screen tap “Continue.”

Step 2: On the Welcome screen, select a 

language (e.g. English - US).
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Step 3: Next, you will be instructed to 

connect to WiFi. (Note: Poynt requires a 

private, password protected network –

WPA or WPA2). 

Once connected to the internet, the device 

will connect to the Poynt cloud and check for 

any app updates. 

After applying any software updates, the 

device will then check for activation status. 

You merchant account and Converge 

configurations will automatically be 

downloaded to the device.
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Step 4: You will be prompted to create a 

Terminal User: 

● Name

● Passcode (must be six numeric digits 

(0-9))

● Confirm Passcode (must be the same 

passcode entered in the field prior)

Note: Terminal Users are established for 

permissions on the Poynt device only. 

Converge users are setup separately in the 

Converge dashboard.
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Step 5: Once you have created a Terminal 

User, you will be taken to the End User 

Licensing Agreement (EULA) page. 

You must read and accept the EULA (by 

tapping on Agree) before you are able to 

accept and authorize transactions.
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Getting Started: End User License Agreement (EULA)
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Employee Facing Screen:

• 7” touchscreen display 

• Hybrid EMV/MSR reader slot

• Volume control

• Merchant facing camera

• SIM card Slot

• Micro USB port

• Speaker

• Charging pins
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Customer Facing Screen:

• 4.3” secure touchscreen display 

• QR code and barcode scanner

• Built-in thermal printer

• NFC antenna
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Docking Station: 

• Ethernet port

• RJ-45 cable port

• USB port (2)

• Power cord port

• Built-in cash drawer trigger

• Adhesive tape on the bottom of the docking 

station 

Power: 

• Three power cords (US, UK, EU)

• Power Adaptor: Input 100 - 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 

1.5 A | Output 12V / 3.33A
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Single Screen: 

• 5.0” secure touchscreen display -

720(w) x 1280(h) pixels 

• Hybrid MSR/ Chip Reader Slot

• NFC antenna

• QR code and barcode scanner

• Microphone

• Speaker

• USB Type C port

21
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To access Notifications on the device, as well as 

adjust any settings, swipe down twice from the top 

of the employee-facing screen.

With one swipe, you will see a notifications tray. 

With a secondary swipe you are able to quickly 

adjust brightness and volume and make additional 

adjustments within Settings.
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Business Settings: Includes Payment Settings, Receipt Settings 
and Business Users. 

Business Info: Displays business information associated with the 
terminal.

Store: Displays store information associated with the terminal.

Payments: Displays payment settings for the terminal including 
payment types, tip / receipt management and saved transaction 
settings.

Certifications: Displays of Poynt FCC certification.

Software Updates: Manage the daily software maintenance 
window for software or firmware updates. Check if any updates are 
available for download.

Receipt Printer Preferences: Additional printer preferences –
print order receipt when order is saved or print order receipt after 
new order is paid.

Accessory: Display and management of connected accessories.

About: Terminal information including OS version, store device ID, 
device serial number, terminal name, firmware version, etc.  
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To manage, edit and add additional business 

users (“terminal users” of the device), navigate 

to: Settings > Business Settings > Business 

Users.

The first user created on the device is always 

an Owner user. 

If you would like to add additional users:

Step 1: Tap “+Add” 

Step 2: Fill out the Business User information 

and tap Save. 

Note: You will establish users of the Converge 

dashboard separately within Converge.
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To edit an existing business user, tap on the 

user you would like to edit. 

In the Edit User page, make changes and tap 

save. 

Please note, you cannot delete a user 

currently signed in on a terminal.
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Business Users: Edit an Existing User
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There are three default permission roles 
available at this time for Terminal Users on the 
Smart terminal. 

The three roles include: 

• Owner

• Manager

• Employee

In this matrix you’ll find the capabilities that are 
limited by Terminal User Role permissions. 

Note: Refunds associated with a transaction are 
managed in the Converge dashboard rather 
than on the Poynt terminal. Voids (before 
settlement) are done on the Poynt terminal or 
within Converge.
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Nested at the bottom of every screen, the Poynt 

navigation bar allows you to seamlessly swap 

between Poynt's core apps and different user 

accounts.

The navigation bar includes three buttons:

• Back button

• Poynt icon in the center

• User icon on the right

27
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In the center, you'll see the Poynt icon.

Tap it to launch the Air Launcher. This will display 

all of the apps available on your device.

Here you can swiftly switch between apps, 

designate a "Default" app, search for transactions, 

orders, help articles and manage settings. We'll 

review each of these and their capabilities next.

28
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Step 1: Tap the square icon.

Step 2: Select amongst the apps on the list 

which you would like to designate as your 

Default App. This app will now serve as your 

new Home screen – when you power on the 

device, this app will appear. 

Step 3: Once the green check mark appears 

next to the app, your Default App has been 

designated. 
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Located in the same row, you'll also find 

a search icon.

When launched, you'll find that you may 

search for items in the following 

categories: 

• Transactions

• Items

• Orders

• Help Articles

30
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On the far right of the navigation bar, 

you'll see a small person icon. Tap this 

icon to switch the current logged in user. 

Keep in mind that you will need to enter 

the Terminal User's PIN prior to 

switching. That screen will prompt once 

you select a new user. 

31
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1. Terminal App: Process basic card and 

cash transactions. 

2. Transactions App: View and take action 

on some transactions.

3. Register App: Create orders based on 

items created in catalog app.

4. Catalog App: Create basic menus and 

catalogs.

5. Help App: Access FAQ articles and run 

diagnostics.

6. Calculator: This app is a  resource for  

quick calculations.

32
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The top Navigation Bar in the Terminal App 

includes additional features/functionality.

1. Left Navigation Bar Menu: Exposes an 

additional left Nav Bar with shortcuts to the 

Transactions App and Help App.

2. House Icon: Shortcut to the main menu.

3. Search: Exposes the universal search  which 

allows you to search for transactions, help 

articles, etc.

4. 3-Dot Icon: Includes an additional menu that 

allows merchants to: Add invoice #, Add 

Notes, and Print Last Receipt.

34
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The 3-Dot Icon exposes additional features:

1. Add Invoice #: Record an invoice number 

associated with a specific payment 

2. Add Notes: Add custom notes with a specific 

payment

• Enter custom notes or instructions for an 

order by accessing this option in the 3-Dot 

menu located at the top right corner of the 

screen. Then proceed to enter amount to be 

charged.

• Enter custom notes by tapping on the Notes 

tab after entering the amount to be charged.

35

Terminal App: Navigation Bar
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To start accepting basic payment card 

transactions, tap on the Terminal app, enter 

the amount, and insert or swipe the card. 

Customers will then be prompted to select 

their preferred receipt type – print, email, text, 

or no receipt.

Step 1: To initiate a transaction, enter the 

payment amount and press Charge.

Step 2: If tip is enabled, the customer will be 

prompted to select a tip amount (Note: These 

default tip amounts can be adjusted in 

Business Settings > Tip Type.)

36
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Step 3: As a default, Credit is selected. To 

swap payment methods, tap on Credit in the 

top right corner and select a preferred 

payment method.

Note: Tender types are set up as part of your 

merchant account onboarding and Converge 

setup. 

37
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Step 4: To complete the credit card 

transaction:

• Magnetic Stripe/Swipe: insert and 

pull card back out.

• EMV/Chip: Insert and leave the 

card in until authorized. 

• NFC/Contactless: Tap card or 

phone above screen.

• Keyed-in: Tap on Manual entry 

and enter credit card information

38
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Step 5: The payment screen will 
then indicate when the payment is 
authorizing. 

Step 6: The customer may then be 
prompted to sign for their purchase 
or enter pin for chip/pin 
transactions.
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Step 7: The next screen will prompt the 
customer to choose between receipt 
options:

• Printed receipt

• E-mailed receipt

• Text/SMS receipt

• No receipt
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For cash transactions, select Cash from the main 

screen or select Cash from the additional tender 

options menu. 

Step 1: After tapping Cash, enter the amount 

received. 

Step 2: If an amount other than the exact amount 

is given, the next screen will show how much 

change is owed to the customer.

Step 3: The customer will be prompted to select 

their preferred receipt type –printed, emailed, text 

or no receipt. 

Note: If your Poynt device is connected to a cash 

drawer, the cash drawer will automatically open 

one you enter the amount received.
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To process a manual entry payment:

Step 1: Select Manual Entry from the Payment 

Fragment, or Select Manual Entry from the 

additional tender options menu

Step 2: Toggle ON/OFF the Card Present 

switch accordingly.

Step 3: After all of the information has been 

entered, tap Charge.

Step 4: The customer will be prompted to 

select their preferred receipt type – printed, 

emailed, text, or no receipt.
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To process a debit transaction:

Step 1: Select Debit from the additional tender 
options menu.

Step 2: To complete the debit card transaction: 

• Swipe (insert and pull card back out) for 
magnetic stripe transactions

• Insert and leave the card in for EMV-chip 
transactions

• Tap for contactless transactions (e.g. Apple 
Pay)

Step 3: The customer will be prompted to enter 
their PIN.

Step 4: On the next screen, customers will be 
prompted to select their preferred receipt type: 
printed, emailed, text or no receipt.
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Multi-Tender allows you to split checks and accept 

different payment methods for different tender 

amounts. To access the Multi-Tender option, follow 

these steps:

Step 1: Tap Charge.

Step 2: In the drop down menu under Credit select 

Multi-Tender.

Step 3: To add an additional form of payment tap + 

Add Tender. You will see the total amount split 

equally into 2 payments (Tender 1 & Tender 2). 

You can add as many tender types as you would 

like by simply tapping on Add Tender.

If any one of the tenders is edited, the other 

tenders will adjust accordingly.
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Step 4: To process Tender 1, tap on 

Charge.

Step 5: The rest of the payment flow will 

continue to prompt accordingly, including 

receipts for each payment processed. Once 

complete, the app will return to the main 

screen to complete the next tender. 

Step 6: To process Tender 2, tap on Charge 

and continue to follow the payment flow 

prompts until complete. 

Step 7: Once the final tender is complete, 

you’ll see that $0 is due. 

45

Terminal App: Processing A Multi-Tender Payment
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Auth-Only transactions are used when you 

want to place a hold on a customer’s payment 

card but are not yet ready to settle funds for 

that transaction. 

To process an Auth-Only on the Poynt device: 

Step 1: Tap on Sale in the upper left corner 

and select Auth-Only.

Step 2: Proceed with the payment flow as 

normal. 

Step 3: To confirm the payment was 

authorized and not settled go to the 

Transactions app. The blue check mark 

indicates the transaction was only authorized.
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Terminal App: Processing An Auth-Only Payment
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Terminal App: Settling An Auth-Only Transaction

Step 1: Locate the Auth-Only transaction you 

would like to settle/capture > Tap Capture.

Step 2: The next screen will prompt the 

merchant to select a receipt type on behalf of 

the customer.

Step 3: The transactions list will update to show 

the auth-only transaction as settled/captured. 

1 2 3
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A Non-Referenced Refund allows you to issue a refund 

directly to a customer’s credit card without a prior 

referenced settled/captured transaction (e.g. transaction 

processed on a non-Poynt terminal).

Important Note: A Non-Reference Refund is a permission 

feature; only terminal users with an Owner or Manager 

profile will see this option.

Step 1: Tap on Sale in the upper left corner and select 

Non-Ref Refund. 

Step 2: Enter the amount you wish to refund and tap 

Charge.

Step 3: Swipe or manually key enter the card number to 

Refund. The customer will be prompted to select their 

preferred receipt type – printed, emailed, text, or no 

receipt. 

48

Terminal App: Processing A Non-Referenced Refund
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In the Transactions App, you can review a list of all of 

your transactions. You can also perform some basic 

actions on these transactions (i.e. void and reprint 

receipt).

Note: Refunds associated with a transaction are 

done through the Converge dashboard, not the 

Poynt terminal. Log in to your Converge account to 

perform a refund. 

Legend of the status column: 

• Blue check mark = authorized

• Green check mark = settled/captured

• Grey x mark = void

• Red circle with diagonal = decline

50
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To view a specific transactions details, simply 

tap on the transaction row. 

The entire unique Transaction ID can be 

exposed by tapping on the Transaction ID field. 

Note: Refunds associated with a transaction are 

done through the Converge Dashboard, not the 

Poynt device. Login to your Converge account 

to perform a refund. 
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By tapping on the four different tabs in the payment 

fragment, you will find additional information:

1. Summary: Includes approval codes, subtotal 

and total.

2. History: Includes the original auth and any 

subsequent changes to an auth (e.g. refund).

3. Notes: Includes any custom notes that was 

saved prior to processing the payment.

4. Receipt: Exposes additional options to resend 

receipt (via text, email or printed).
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Transactions App: Transaction Details
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From the device, you can void a sale that 

appears in the Transaction list which hasn’t 

been settled. 

Step 1: Select the transaction you’d like to 

void. You can only void transactions that 

haven’t been settled.

Step 2: Tap Void. 

Step 3: Confirm the voided amount. 

Note: Refunds associated with a transaction 

are done after a transaction has been 

settled/captured, and are performed within the 

Converge dashboard. 
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Transactions App: Voiding A Transaction
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There are three ways to reprint a receipt:

1. Transactions App > Transaction 

Details > Receipt

2. Transactions App > Transactions List 

> Swipe Right to Left on a row

3. Via Terminal App > 3-Dot Icon > Print 

Last receipt
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Transactions App: Reprinting A Receipt
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In order to make use of the Register App, you 

will need to create and associate a menu or 

catalog with your Poynt terminal. 

To do so, tap on Catalog > Create Catalog > 

Name the Catalog and Save. 

Note: You can create many different menus and 

catalogs. While these catalogs can be swapped 

out at any time, only one catalog can be 

associated with one Terminal ID (TID) at a time. 
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You can group your products into larger categories 

for quick reference (i.e., Sandwiches, Cookies, 

Drinks, etc.). To create a category:

Step 1: Tap on Create Category in the upper left 

side. 

Step 2: Enter a category name > Tap Add. The 

category will appear on the main screen with a 

dividend at the top of the hotkey to differentiate 

between category and product. (The first three 

characters of the category name will display in 

larger font on the hotkey and 11 characters of the 

entire category name will display below the larger 

font).

Note: Only a max of 24 categories can be created 

(6 rows x 4 columns on the main screen). 
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You can easily edit or remove categories by:

Step 1: Tapping on the Category hotkey.

Step 2: Tap on Edit Category icon in upper 

left corner. 

Step 3: Edit Category or Remove Category.
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Products are the individual items, merchandise, 

services, etc., that can be grouped into higher level 

categories discussed previously. To create a new 

product: 

1. Create new products under an existing 

category by tapping on the category > + icon > 

Create New > Fill in the information > Tap 

Save

2. From the main screen > tap on + icon > Create 

New > Fill in the information > Tap Save

59

Catalog App: Creating Products
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When creating or editing a product, you will be asked to 

enter additional product details: 

1. Name: The first 5 characters will display on the 

hotkey and the first 11 characters will display below.

2. Price: The amount associated with a product will be 

used when creating an order in the Register app.

3. Custom price: You can toggle this on for products 

with custom price points.

4. SKU (Stock Keeping Unit): If you would like to add 

their unique SKU for reporting, they can add that 

info here. 

5. UPC (Universal Product Code): To make use of 

the barcode scanner in the Register App, add the 

UPC code (12 digit numeric value under the 

barcode) 
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You can also customize their products by:

1. Use Icon: Add an icon to the product 

hotkey for easy identification.

2. Edit Color: Change the color of the 

product hotkey for easy identification.

3. Edit Modifiers: Add another level of 

specifications to a product. For example, 

under the product “coffee” there could be 

the modifier “size.” Pricing for specific 

modifiers can be added as well.
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Catalog App: Customizing Products
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You can also add pre-configured fees, discounts, and taxes 

to your catalog for quick access when building an order in 

the Register app.

1. Fees: 

• Tap on Fee > Add Fee

• Enter Code (or name of fee/charge)

• Select type % or $

• Enter amount

• Tap Done

2. Discounts: 

• Tap on Disc > Add Disc

• Enter Code (or discount name) 

• Select type % or $

• Enter amount

• Tap Done

Once added, the number of fees and number of discounts 

created will be incremented in the Nav Bar. 
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Catalog App: Fees and Discounts
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You can create two types of taxes in the Catalog App: 

1. Catalog level tax: is a tax that will apply across 

all products in the entire menu or catalog. To 

create a catalog level tax: 

• On the main screen, tap Taxes

• Tap on Add Tax

• Fill out tax details and tap Save Tax

2. Category level tax: is a tax that will apply ONLY 

to the product within a specific category. To create 

a category level tax: 

• Tap on a category

• Tap on Taxes

• Tap on Add Tax

• Fill out tax details and tap Save Tax
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Catalog App: Category Taxes & Catalog Taxes
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1. Drag-and-Drop Catalog Tiles: You can customize the 

location of their products on your Catalog App with a 

simple drag-and-drop of the tile:

• Select a tile to move

• Tap and hold down your finger on the tile as you 

drag the tile to the new location

• Lift your finger when you’ve dragged the tile to 

the desired location

2. Assigning Catalog to Terminal: To make use of a 

specific catalog in the Register app, you must assign 

the catalog to the terminal first:

• Tap Switch

• Select the Catalog you would to assign to the 

terminal

• Tap Assign

• Tap Yes to confirm 
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Catalog App: Drag-and-Drop Tiles & Assigning Catalogs
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After a catalog is assigned to a Poynt 

terminal, you can start processing 

orders from the Register App.  

The categories, products, fees, 

discounts, and taxes created will be 

available as hotkeys within the Register 

App.  
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The top Navigation Bar in the Register App includes 

additional features/functionality: 

1. Left Navigation Bar Menu: Exposes an additional 

left Nav Bar with shortcuts to the Orders, Catalog, 

Settings and Help App. 

2. Drawer icon: Access to saved orders.

3. House icon: Shortcut to Home screen.

4. Search: Allows merchant to access Universal 

search.

5. Drop down menu: Switch between performing a 

sale transaction or Auth-Only transaction.

6. Order Details: View the item level details for their 

order.
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The dashboard just above the hotkeys can be customized in the 

Catalog app. It includes additional quick shortcuts: 

1. Tax on/off: Allows you to toggle tax on/off.

2. Custom item: Create an item to your order that isn’t included 

in the catalog by tapping on custom item.

3. Save Order: Save your order to be accessed and completed 

at a later time. 

4. Disc: Apply a preset discount or add a custom discount to an 

order.

5. Fees: Apply a present fee or custom fee to an order.

6. Notes: Attach notes to an order.

7. Open Drawer: If your Poynt terminal is connected to one of 

the Poynt supported cash drawers, this button will trigger the 

cash drawer to open. 

8. Scan Barcode: Activates the employee-facing camera. 
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If you tap on the three bars in the upper left hand 

corner there is a left nav bar that pops out.

Register: Redirects you to the home screen of the 

register app.

Orders: Order list of saved and completed 

transactions.

Catalog: Shortcut to the Catalog App.

Settings: Additional customization options. 

Help: Shortcut to Help App.
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Order auto close: ON = After transaction is captured 

the order is closed; OFF = After transaction is 

captured, the order is left open

Receipt printer settings: You can choose what type 

of receipt gets sent to which printer, as well as create 

different combinations. 

Reset order: The order counter can be cleared to 

zero.

Refresh register: Data sync to register if updates are 

made to the catalog via Catalog app

Customize menu: Allows you to rearrange the 

register top menu. To do so, press and hold one icon 

until it begins to shake, then reorder icons by dragging 

and dropping. 
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Print last order receipt: Contains order item 

details

Print last item receipt(s): Will print all items in 

the Order as separate receipts (intended for 

kitchen/counter external printers)

Print last customer receipt: Contains order item 

details and includes payment detail information 

from customer
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To create an order, select several products by 

tapping on the hotkeys. If a product is within a 

category, tap on the category and then the 

product. 

To view order details before processing the 

payment, simply tap on Order Details in upper 

right hand corner. 

Process the payment as normal:

1. Tap Charge

2. To select a different tender type, tap 

Charge > Credit > select the relevant 

tender

3. To process cash, simply tap Cash 
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To view an order in progress, tap on Order 

Details  in the upper right corner. 

The order details page allows merchants make 

edits to the order before charging the customer: 

Pencil icon: Allows merchant to edit: quantity, 

taxes, discounts, fees notes, etc.

Number drop down menu: Allows merchants to 

quickly edit the quantity of an item.

Trash can icon: Deletes an item from the order. 
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Merchants also have the option of toggling tax 

for a specific order > toggle the Tax radio 

button ON/OFF. 

Tax will be turned on/off only for that specific 

order. 
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If you are not ready to complete an order, the 

you can always save an order to be processed 

later. After saving an order, you can return to that 

order by going to the order list menu (file icon in 

top nav bar) > Select the order you wish to 

process > Tap on Order (to Edit) or Tap Charge 

(to process payment).

1. Save Order

2. Search for Saved Order

3. Edit and/or Complete Order
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Note: The barcode scanner on the device will not 
work properly unless you have entered the correct 
UPC’s for each product via the Catalog menu. 

To scan, simply tap on Scan Barcode.

Default camera initiated is the employee-facing 
camera. You can switch to the customer-facing 
camera by tapping on Switch Camera.

After scanning, the item will appear in the orders 
list. 

Scan multiple items: To scan more than one item 
at a time and keep the barcode scanner running, 
toggle this option to ON in left hand corner. Select 
CLOSE when finished scanning the last item.
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You can perform simple or complex math 

equations in the Calculator app.
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The Help App contains additional tools to help 

support the merchant:  

1. Guides: Includes many articles that instruct the 

merchant on how to operate their Poynt terminal. 

These may also be accessed by searching 

anywhere on the device.

2. Get Help: If you encounter an issue, create a 

support ticket by selecting a category, filling out 

the description, and tap Submit.

3. Diagnostics: A series of test designed to 

check the overall health of the device. You can 

run a single test or run all diagnostics and submit 

an error report.
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The two best tools to assist in initial troubleshooting 

of an issue are: 

Diagnostics App: Tests major areas of device that 

help us identify root cause of issue

Note: After running all diagnostics, a green 

checkmark will appear next to the areas that tested 

successfully and a red checkmark will appear next to 

areas that encountered issues.  

Send Error Report: Sends logs to Poynt engineering 

team for troubleshooting.
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Within the Converge dashboard, you will: 

• Authorize and submit refunds

• View and manage payments for all 

MIDs (merchant IDs) and TIDs 

(terminal IDs)

• Run and view reports 

• Manage Converge dashboard users

To log in, you will need your:

• Account ID

• User ID

• Password
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To log in to Converge, visit:

https://www.convergepay.com/converge-

webapp/#!/login

https://www.convergepay.com/converge-webapp/#!/login
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Payments

Once you log in, you will begin on the 

Payments tab where the current batch is 

displayed by default.

To toggle between available terminals, 

click the arrow next to the terminal name 

on the top right for the drop down of 

available terminals that you have access 

to. Select the terminal you’d like to view.
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Payments: Current Batch  
Within the Payments tab, you’ll find 
information about current and settled 
batches. 

For current batches (unsettled payment 
transactions), you can perform the 
following actions:

• View Receipt

• Void

• Make Recurring

• Pend

• Delete
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Payments: Settled Batches

Settled payment transactions are 

organized in batches and assigned a 

batch number. 

Clicking on a batch line item allows you to 

search the payments within the settled 

batch and perform certain functions, 

including:

• View Receipt

• Refund

• Add to Recurring 
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Analytics: Sales Analytics
The Sales Analytic tab can help you 
understand your sales trends, and 
includes information about sales types, 
gross sales, returns and net sales. 

You can customize the date range to 
view your sales data within the 
timeframe you wish or toggle between 
these quick views:

• This Year

• This Month

• This Week
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Analytics: Customer Analytics

The Customer Analytics tab will 

help you understand customer 

trends, including insight into your 

new, returning and guest 

customers as well as transaction 

frequencies and top customers.  
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Stanley Munchin
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The Employee tab is used to view 
employees and their level of access to the 
Converge dashboard and create new 
employees.

When creating a new user you can assign 
these three standard default roles:

• Standard

• Manager

• Administrator

Or, you can customize access for each 
user using controls within each key area.

Employees
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Customers

View and manage your customers in the 

Customer tab. You can add new 

customers or edit their details. You can 

also save payment cards processing 

payments at another time or add to 

Recurring or Installment payments. 
Debby Bruner

John Brown

Scott Michaels

Ed Towers

Steve White
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Help When You Need It

No matter where you are within 

the Converge dashboard, help is 

just a click away. 

Clicking on the Help tab at the 

bottom of the main navigation 

menu opens information to the 

right of the screen. This content is 

contextual and relevant to the tab 

you are in and the functions within 

the tab. 
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Settings

The Settings tab includes functions for 

customizing your Converge account, 

terminals and other key setup functions. 

Our Customer Activation Team will help 

you establish the proper settings for you 

based on your specific Converge account 

setup and unique business needs. 
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In addition to accessing Help Articles in 

the Help App on the device, visit 

https://poynt.zendesk.com/hc/en-us to 

view additional articles, videos and how-

to-guides. 
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Additional Resources: Device Support 

https://poynt.zendesk.com/hc/en-us
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Receipt paper can be ordered from the 

Poynt Amazon store. Search for Poynt on 

Amazon.com to locate options. 
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For support, go to the Help App > Get 

Help, and submit a help ticket.

Once you fill out the description and tap 

Submit, the support number will be 

displayed. You can also call or email:

800-725-1243

custsvc@elavon.com
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